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COZY, CHIC REUNION KTCHN BAR
BRINGS TOGETHER FRIENDS FOR
MEMORABLE MEALS
Adriana, Cesar, and Samuel—three foodies searching
for delicious recipes from around the world—have
always loved to host friends and make new memories,
so they decided to create a chic neighborhood
space where they can share regionalized dishes. And
Reunion Ktchn Bar was born. The cozy eatery has
built its reputation on its menu of magical dishes,
such as Moroccan pastilla, a special Rosh Hashanah
tradition from Adriana’s grandmother reinterpreted
by Reunion Ktchn. The bar features exquisitely
handcrafted cocktails created with a variety of infusers
and homemade syrups. The recently opened Gastro
Lounge, located inside, is the region’s hottest hangout
for gatherings and parties of all kinds. This hidden gem
is open daily with brunch on Saturdays and Sundays,
lunch and dinner options, and a live DJ on Thursday
nights. With a warm and welcoming vibe, Reunion
Ktchn Bar has already become a local favorite.
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TELL US MORE ABOUT THE GASTRO LOUNGE?
It’s definitely a place to enjoy time with your
friends. It was designed as a mini-club with a cool
vibe offering small bites and original, handcrafted
cocktails. Gather with friends for a toast, relax
after dinner or a show with your date, or hold a
pre-party or pre-celebration in the lounge. We
are happy to host any private celebration you
are planning, including baby showers, bachelor/

bachelorette parties, bat mitzvahs, birthdays, and
casual business meetings.
WHAT IS A CUSTOMER FAVORITE THAT
EVERYONE SHOULD TRY?
Cesar is the cocktail guru and the ginger margarita
is his signature specialty. Every time there is a
celebration or an event, we make a large batch of this
delicious cocktail for the reception. Our parties have

great music, fun vibes, and the tasty ginger margarita,
which Cesar created using a from-scratch ginger
syrup made with fresh ginger. This has been a favorite
for neighborhood regulars and first-time customers.
REUNION KTCHN BAR
18167 Biscayne Blvd., Aventura
For more information: 305.931.7401 or
reunionkb.com
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